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From the Chair
Hello Crit Crim!
As we are quickly approaching the ASC conference, I thought that I would remind you of some
changes in the schedule. Please note that all DCC meetings, including the social, will be held on
Thursday this year. The awards presentation will also take place during the social and will begin at
6:00pm on Thursday. We were asked to make these changes in order to avoid overlap with other
Friday events. If you have not already done so, please remember to sign up for a shift at our DCC
table. Don’t forget to bring your promotional materials, information about programs, pamphlets,
and examples of scholarly work to be distributed. Also, please note that the transition to our new
editorial team at Critical Criminology: An International Journal will be complete by January 2013.
Looking forward to seeing you in Chicago!
Peace,
Donna Selman, PhD

From the Editors
Fellow Critical Criminologists,
We hope the new academic semester has treated you all well. We are looking forward to seeing
everyone at the ASC meeting. There are numerous sessions sponsored by the division this year.
These and other information about division events, recent scholarship, upcoming conferences, and
employment opportunities are available here.
Thanks again for reading!
Emily, Kate, and Travis
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ASC Sessions of Interest
DIVISION MEETINGS, EVENTS, & SESSIONS OF INTEREST
Wednesday, November 14
8:00-9:20am
Advancing Media Scholarship: Theory,
Measurement, and the Role of Crime
Experts
9:30-10:50am
Convict Criminology: Perspectives on the
Prison Experience
11:00am-12:20pm A Critical Analysis of Criminological
Theory
11:00am-12:20pm High Profile Events: Media Coverage and
Implications
11:00am-12:20pm State Crime Victimology I
12:30-1:50pm
State Crime Victimology II
12:30-1:50pm
Constructing Social Problems: School
Crime, Ecstasy Deaths, and Terrorism
2:00-3:20pm
Convict Criminology: Poetry and
Photographs Reflecting on Mass
Incarceration
3:30-4:50pm
Crime and Identity
3:30-4:50pm
Media Presentations of Subterranean
Cultural Groups
3:30-4:50pm
Tearing Down the Streets: Ten Years On
5:00-6:20pm
Cultural Criminology on the Rural
5:00-6:20pm
Criminological Theory: Cultural and
Critical Perspectives
Thursday, November 15
9:30-10:50am
The Ethnography of Punishment:
Exploring Residual and Emergent
Elements of Contemporary Penal
Interventions
11:00am-12:20pm 6th Annual Workshop on State Crime
12:30-1:50pm
Feminist Theory and Pedagogy
2:00-3:20pm
Teaching Critical Criminology:
Fostering Critical Thinking
2:00-3:20pm
Cyborgs and Avatars and Monsters (Oh
My!): Criminal Conversations with
Feminist Science and Technology
Studies
3:30-4:20pm
DCC Executive Meeting
4:30-5:50pm
DCC General Business Meeting
6:00-10:00pm
DCC Social

Clark 9

7th Floor

Clark 9

7th Floor

Clark 10

7th Floor

Clark 3

7th Floor

Dearborn 1
Dearborn 1
Clark 8

7th Floor
7th Floor
7th Floor

Clark 9

7th Floor

Cresthill Room
LaSalle 2

3rd Floor
7th Floor

Burnham 4
Cresthill Room
Sandburg 4

7th Floor
3rd Floor
7th Floor

Clark 10

7th Floor

Hancock Parlor
Water Tower Parlor
Sandburg 4

6th Floor
6th Floor
7th Floor

Cresthill Room

3rd Floor

Adams Room
Adams Room
Adams Room

6th Floor
6th Floor
6th Floor
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DIVISION MEETINGS, EVENTS, & SESSIONS OF INTEREST (continued)
Friday, November 16
8:00-9:20am
New Research in Cultural Criminology

Kimball Room

3rd Floor

9:30-10:50am

Intimate Partner Violence

Buckingham Room

5th Floor

9:30-10:50am

Media, Crime and Social Justice

Clark 9

7th Floor

11:00am –
12:20pm
12:30-1:50pm

DCC Journal Editorial Board
Meeting
Marital Status and Victimization

Hancock Parlor

6th Floor

Buckingham Room

5th Floor

2:00-3:20pm

Criminologists Without Borders

Adams Room

6th Floor

2:00-3:20pm

Occupy Criminology

Clark 9

7th Floor

2:00-3:20pm

Division on Critical Criminology
Journal Editorial Board Meeting

Hancock Parlor

6th Floor

2:00-3:20pm

Critical Perspectives on Justice

Millennium Parlor

6th Floor

3:30-4:50pm

Routledge Handbook of Critical
Criminology

Clark 5

7th Floor

3:30-4:50pm

Zombie Criminology: Can a NationCentric Discipline Survive a
Globalized World Context?

Clark 9

7th Floor

3:30-4:50pm

Motorcycle Outlaws? Biker Identities,
Narratives and Consumption

Cresthill Room

3rd Floor

3:30-4:50pm

Critical Explorations in Contemporary
Penality

Dearborn 2

7th Floor

3:30-4:50pm

Routledge Handbook of Critical
Criminology (Organized by the
DCC)

Clark 5

7th Floor

7:00-9:00pm

Doctorate in Cultural and Global
Criminology (the DCGC, a European
consortium led by the University of
Kent)

Cresthill Room

3rd Floor
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DIVISION MEETINGS, EVENTS, & SESSIONS OF INTEREST (continued)
Saturday, November 17
8:30-9:50am
The Future of Capital Punishment in the United
States
8:30-9:50am
Author Meets Critics: The Future of Batterer
Programs: Reassessing Evidence-Based Practice
8:30-9:50am
Historical Trends in Punishment and
Rehabilitation
8:30-9:50am
Prison Issues and Culture in Media and Social
Debate
8:30-9:50am
Ontological Criminology

Burnham 4

7th Floor

Chicago Room

5th Floor

Clark 10

7th Floor

Clark 9

7th Floor

Cresthill Room 3rd Floor
Millennium
Parlor
Spire Parlor

6th Floor

Dearborn 2

7th Floor

Clark 10
Clark 9

7th Floor
7th Floor

8:30-9:50am

Cultural Criminology: New Directions

8:30-9:50am

10:00-11:20am
10:00-11:20am

Author Meets Critics: Life After Death Row:
Exonerees' Search for Community and Identity
Surviving Prison: Quantitative and Qualitative
Approaches
Mafia Investments
Trafficking in Art and Antiquities

10:00-11:20am

Environmental Criminology

Cresthill Room 3rd Floor

10:00-11:20am

The Politics of Punishment and Correction

Dearborn 2

7th Floor

10:00-11:20am

Understanding Subculture

Kimball Room

3rd Floor

10:00-11:20am

Youth (In)justice: Reports from the Front

LaSalle 5

7th Floor

10:00-11:20am

Women and Violence: Exploring Context and
Typologies
United Nations Panel: Criminology at the UN

Madison Room 3rd Floor
Sandburg 2

7th Floor

Sandburg 4

7th Floor

Sandburg 5

7th Floor

Sandburg 7

7th Floor

10:00-11:20am

Teaching Critical Criminology: Teaching
Specific Content Areas Critically
Teaching Sensitive Topics: Intimate Partner
Abuse, Rape, and Victim Blaming
The Gains and Challenges of Penal Abolition: A
Roundtable Discussion
Transformations in Punishment and Society

Wilson Room

3rd Floor

10:00-11:20am

The Gendering of Offending

Spire Parlor

6th Floor

10:00-11:20am

The Black Child-Savers: Racial Democracy and
Juvenile Justice

Water Tower
Parlor

6th Floor

8:30-9:50am

10:00-11:20am
10:00-11:20am
10:00-11:20am
10:00-11:20am

6th Floor
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DIVISION MEETINGS, EVENTS, & SESSIONS OF INTEREST (continued)
Roundtables: Teaching Critical Criminology
In order to foster an ongoing conversation about how we teach critical criminology in the
classroom, there will be two (2) “Teaching Critical Criminology” roundtables this year.
Title: Teaching Critical Criminology: Fostering Critical Thinking
Date/Location: Thursday, November 15, 2:00-3:20pm (Sandburg 4, 7th Floor)
Presentations: 1) Teaching Critical Thinking Skills
2) “You Don’t Have to Agree to Understand”: Creating an Open Classroom
Environment Conducive to Critical Inquiry
3) Developing Critical Thinking: Using Memo Work with Current New Items
4) Engaged Pedagogy: Teaching Through Action Research Teams
Title: Teaching Critical Criminology: Teaching Specific Content Areas Critically
Date/Location: Saturday, November 17, 10:00-11:20am (Sandburg 4, 7th Floor)
Presentations: 1) Teaching Elite Crime Critically
2) Teaching Occupy
3) Teaching Policing Critically: Beyond the Cop Shop
4) Teaching Juvenile Delinquency Critically

Critical Announcements
GENERAL
Walter DeKeseredy and Molly Dragiewicz are co-editing a critical criminological anthology for
Routledge's book series titled Critical Concepts in Criminology. It will include 80-100 previously
published articles and book chapters. It is designed to include the "greatest hits" of critical
criminology. Please send any suggestions to Walter and Molly at walter.dekeseredy@uoit.ca and
molly.dragiewicz@uoit.ca
Contemporary Justice Review is calling for innovative papers on “Critical White Studies in Crime
& Justice” for a special topics issue of the journal. Interested authors should send
abstracts/manuscripts/questions to Special Topics Issue co-editors: Justin Smith
(smith61j@cmich.edu) and Travis Linnemann (tlinnema@odu.edu) by January 10, 2013.
Authors whose work has been selected will be notified by February 1, 2013. Complete manuscripts
will be due by August 1, 2013 for inclusion in the special issue of the journal. Queries about the
appropriateness of specific topics should be directed to the guest editors, Justin Smith or Travis
Linnemann, or Dan Okada (dokada@csus.edu) Editor-in-Chief of Contemporary Justice Review.
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NEW EDITORS OF CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY: AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
David Kauzlarich, Professor of Sociology and Criminal Justice Studies at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, will become Editor in Chief of
Critical Criminology: An International Journal beginning January 2013.
Professor Kauzlarich has been active as a critical criminologist in numerous
capacities, including various administrative positions within the American
Society of Criminology’s Division of Critical Criminology and as a widely
published author in the field. His published work spans from state crime,
state-corporate crime, and victimology, to ethnomusicology, peace studies,
and criminological theory. He has received numerous awards for his work
including the Critical Criminologist of the Year, the Paul Simon Outstanding Teacher-Scholar
Award, the William and Margaret Going Endowed Professor Award, and Great Teacher Award.
Professor Kerry Carrington is the Head of the School of Justice in the Law
Faculty at QUT and Vice Chair of the Division of Critical Criminology, ASC.
From 2013 she will take over as the Pacific Rim Editor of Critical
Criminology. Kerry has a wide range of research interests that cut across
critical criminology including gender and crime, rural crime, sexual violence,
feminist criminology and the criminological impact of mining development.
She was the Chief Investigator of an Australian Research Council Discovery
Grant studying why men in rural and regional Australia have higher rates of
mortality and morbidity for violent related harms. That research team led the
accidental discovery that work camps established to meet the labor resource needs of a rapidly
expanding resource extraction industry can have a variety of social and criminological impacts on
existing rural communities. These results, published in leading world journals, won the 2012 Allen
Austin Bartholomew Award presented annually by the Australian and New Zealand Society of
Criminology.
Gregg Barak is Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice at Eastern
Michigan University and the former Visiting Distinguished Professor in the
College of Justice & Safety at Eastern Kentucky University. In 2003 he
became the 27th Fellow of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences and in
2007, received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Critical Division of
the American Society of Criminology. Barak was also the last EMU recipient
of the Ronald Collins Distinguished Faculty Award for both Scholarly and
Creative Activity, awarded in 2006. Barak is author and/or editor of numerous
books on crime, justice, media, violence, criminal law, homelessness, human rights, and related
topics. His latest books are Theft of a Nation: Wall Street Looting and Federal Regulatory
Colluding, Class, Race, Gender, and Crime: The Social Realities of Justice in America (co-authored
and in its third edition), and Criminology: An Integrated Approach. Effective January 2013,
Professor Barak is the Book Review Editor for Critical Criminology.
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Critical Scholarship
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Dragiewicz, M., & DeKeseredy, W.S. (2012). Claims about women's use of non-fatal force in
intimate relationships: A contextual review of the Canadian research. Violence Against Women.
Rennison, C.M., DeKeseredy, W.S., & Dragiewicz, M. (2012). Context matters: Violence against
women and reporting to the police in rural, suburban, and urban areas. American Journal of
Criminal Justice.
Rennison, C.M., DeKeseredy, W.S., & Dragiewicz, M. (2012). Urban, suburban, and rural
variations in separation/divorce rape/sexual assault: Results from the national crime victimization
survey. Feminist Criminology, 7, 282-297.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (in press). Pornography and violence against women. In C.A. Cuevas & C.M.
Rennison (Eds.), The Wiley-Blackwell handbook on the psychology of violence. West Sussex, UK:
Wiley-Blackwell.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (in press). Separation/divorce sexual assault. In L. McOrmond Plummer, P.
Eastseal, & J.Y. Levy-Peck (Eds.), Intimate partner sexual violence: A multidisciplinary approach
to survivor support and system change. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
DeKeseredy, W.S., & Dragiewicz, M. (in press). Gaps in knowledge & emerging areas in gender
and criminology. In C.M. Renzetti, S.L. Miller, & A. Gover (Eds.), Routledge international
handbook of crime and gender studies. London: Routledge.
DeKeseredy, W.S., & Donnermeyer, J.F. (in press). Thinking critically about rural crime: Toward
the Development of a New Left Realist Perspective. In S. Winlow & R. Atkinson (Eds.), New
Directions in Crime and Deviance: Papers From the York Deviancy Conference 2011. London:
Routledge.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (2012). The Myth that "Criminals" are Fundamentally Different From
"Noncriminals." In R.M. Bohm and J. T. Walker (Eds.), Demystifying Crime and Criminal Justice.
New York: Oxford University Press.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (in press). Understanding Woman Abuse in Canada: Past, Present and Future. In
C. Karrington (Ed.), Crime, Justice and Social Justice Conference Proceedings. Basingstoke, UK:
Palgrave Macmillan.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (in press). Patriarchy. Com: Adult Internet Pornography and the Abuse of
Women. In C.M. Renzetti & R. Kennedy Bergen (Eds.), Understanding Diversity: Celebrating
Difference, Challenging Inequality. Boston: Allyn & Bacon.
DeKeseredy, W.S. (2012). The Current Condition of Criminological Theory in North America. In S.
Hall & S. Winlow (Eds.), New Directions in Criminological Theory (pp. 66-79). London:Routledge.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS (continued)
The Complexities of Police Corruption: Gender, Identity and Misconduct
by Marilyn Corsianos (Rowman and Littlefield, 2012)
Description of book: The Complexities of Police Corruption provides a comprehensive examination
of the role of gender and hegemonic masculinity as it relates to police corruption, crime control, and
policing as an institution. Author Marilyn Corsianos examines different forms of corruption,
including some behaviors that are generally not recognized as corruption by police departments,
such as selective law enforcement, racial profiling, gender bias and other discriminatory police
practices against marginalized populations. The book also explores the role of police culture in
preserving and defending misconduct and digs into the thorny question of why significantly fewer
women are involved in police corruption.
About the Author: Marilyn Corsianos is professor of criminology and sociology at Eastern
Michigan University. She is the author of Policing and Gendered Justice (University of Toronto
Press, 2009), which was named a CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title, and the coeditor of
Interrogating Social Justice. She has written numerous articles on policing, power and social
inequalities.
Reviews: Too often, gendered study means looking at women. This path breaking work on police
corruption incorporates insights from masculinities studies and cultural criminology to show that
corruption is a gendered activity that is intertwined with hegemonic masculinity. Marilyn Corsianos
adds immeasurably to the study of policing through her demonstration that police culture and the
media shape police hypermasculinity. Her suggestions that the Community Policing Model can
reduce both patriarchal influence and corruption are especially provocative.
— Martin D. Schwartz, George Washington University
Corsianos tackles police corruption and misconduct through a number of lenses, including the one
that has been most necessary and ignored, the role of masculinity.
— Joanne Belknap, University of Colorado

Critical Calls
UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Critical Criminology & Justice Studies Conference
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2013; Berkeley, California
Working Theme: The Promise of Radical Works and Social Justice: Berkeley Politics in the 21st
Century. The Department of Sociology, Criminology, & Justice Studies at California State
University San Marcos, and the School of Public Affairs at San Diego State University will host a
critical criminology & justice studies conference Thursday, February 7, 2013, in Berkeley, CA. This
day-long event is the fifth in a conference series viewed as a grassroots effort to cultivate a critical
criminology and justice studies collective in the western region of North America. The conference
immediately precedes the opening reception for the Western Society of Criminology’s annual
meeting (February 7-9, 2013). We encourage participation in both conferences but please note that
registration and submissions for the two conferences are independent processes. More information
can be found at http://westerncriminology.org
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES (continued)
The 2nd Crime, Justice and Social Democracy International Conference
Date: Queensland University of Technology - July 8-11, 2013
The School of Justice, Queensland University of Technology is pleased to announce the dates for
the 2nd Crime, Justice and Social Democracy International Conference. The conference will take
place from July 8-11, 2013 at the Garden Point campus in Brisbane.
We are also pleased to announcement the following Keynote Speakers for the conference:
Professor Loraine Gelsthorpe, University of Cambridge Emeritus
Professor Tony Jefferson, Keele University
Professor Walter S. DeKeseredy, University of Ontario
Additional international speakers will be announced later in 2012.The First Call for Paper
Submissions has a closing date of 22 February 2013. A second call for papers will be announced
early in 2013. If you require further information at this time please visit the conference website at
www.crimejusticeconference.com, or email the acting Conference Convenor, Juan Tauri
(juan.tauri@qut.edu.au)
Rethinking Prisons Conference
Date: Vanderbilt University - May 3-5, 2013
The Vanderbilt Committee for Rethinking Prisons invites submissions of workshop presentations
that interrogate and share knowledge on issues raised by the American prison system. The
conference seeks to foster conversations between activists and scholars who share common
concerns and bring different knowledge, methods, strategies and experience to the table.
The format will be discussion-based workshops. Panels of three will present their work for the first
30 minutes of the session. Their presentations will be followed by 45 minutes of discussion
Guidelines for Submission of an individual workshop presentation: Name, E-mail Address,
Affiliation (or independent scholar, activist, educator, etc.), Title of workshop proposal, Abstract of
250-300 words; Equipment needs
Guidelines for a Panel Submission: Name of panel contact person, and of each panel member,
Address of all panel members (including email), Affiliation (or independent scholar, activist,
educator) for each person, Title of panel proposal, Abstract of 250-300 words for the panel as a
whole, Titles of individual papers, Abstract of 250-300 words for each paper, Equipment needs
Note: Due to the length of sessions, we will only consider panels of no more than three persons. We
will give preference to panels that include both scholarly and activist perspectives. If you would be
willing to serve as a session chair, please indicate this on your submission form. Session chairs are
responsible for timing presentations, and ensuring that each presenter gets her or his fair share of the
available time. All submissions must be submitted electronically by December 1, 2012 to Lisa
Guenther (lisa.guenther@vanderbilt.edu) and Geoff Adelsberg
(geoffrey.adelsberg@vanderbilt.edu)
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES (continued)
4th Global Conference - Experiencing Prison
Date: Sunday 12th May - Tuesday 14th May 2013; Prague, Czech Republic
Call for Presentations: This inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary conference marks the
continuation of a project dedicated to the study of the experience of imprisonment. Imprisonment
has become the dominant form of punishment in most societies across the world. It may occur prior
to trial, or as a result of sentencing by a properly constituted court. Imprisonment without trial or
due process occurs in various forms in most societies across the world, mostly sanctioned by the
state itself, sometimes used as a political strategy by military, ideological, political or religious
groups within a state, or by groups desirous of becoming a state.
We welcome contributions about the experience of incarceration across the entire range of
perspectives, including legal, criminological, historical, fictional, phenomenological, biographical
and autobiographical. Contributions are welcomed from former prisoners, detainees, incarcerated
asylum seekers, former prisoners of war, political prisoners or those detained because of nationalist,
religious or other convictions. All genres and media will be considered, in order to examine the
widest possible range of representations, past and contemporary, which communicate the
experience and nature of imprisonment. Contributions will be welcome from those who are
involved with the delivery of incarceration, as well as those who seek to ameliorate incarceration by
providing therapeutic drama, literacy, education, counseling, religious support and other services.
Presentations will also be considered on any related theme.
What to send: 300 word abstracts should be submitted by Friday 4 30th November 2012. If an
abstract is accepted for the conference, a full draft paper should be submitted by Friday 15th
February 2013. 300 word abstracts should be submitted simultaneously to both Organising Chairs;
abstracts may be in Word, WordPerfect, or RTF formats with the following information and in this
order: a) author(s), b) affiliation, c) email address, d) title of abstract, e) body of abstract, f) up to 10
keywords. E-mails should be entitled: Prison 4 Abstract Submission.
Please use plain text (Times Roman 12) and abstain from using footnotes and any special
formatting, characters or emphasis (such as bold, italics or underline). We acknowledge receipt and
answer to all paper proposals submitted. If you do not receive a reply from us in a week you should
assume we did not receive your proposal; it might be lost in cyberspace! We suggest, then, to look
for an alternative electronic route or resend. Organising Chairs: Diana Medlicott: diana@interdisciplinary.net; Rob Fisher: ep4@inter-disciplinary.net
The conference is part of the Probing the Boundaries programme of research projects. It aims to
bring together people from different areas and interests to share ideas and explore various
discussions which are innovative and exciting. All papers accepted for and presented at the
conference will be eligible for publication in an ISBN eBook. Selected papers may be developed for
publication in a themed hard copy volume(s).
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES (continued)
Stockholm Criminology Symposium
Date: Stockholm, Sweden, June 10-12, 2013
Call for Papers: The Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (Brå) hereby invites
researchers, policy-makers and practitioners to the Stockholm Criminology Symposium 2013.
Participants are invited to submit papers within the following two themes:
1. Saved from a Life of Crime. Evidence-Based Crime Prevention: Experiences from research,
policy and practice on effective crime prevention interventions. Which crime-prevention
interventions work for whom, and under what conditions? Why do they work and are they costeffective? These are some of the most crucial questions that policy-makers and practitioners pose to
the criminological community. While not all of these questions have been fully answered,
researchers are certainly not at loss for words. A wealth of knowledge has been accumulated from
applied research on the effects of intervention programs on the one hand, and from basic research
on the development of criminality and risk and protective factors on the other. A broad range of
results and experiences will be presented under the theme Saved from a Life of Crime. EvidenceBased Crime Prevention, in order to promote the further development of both policy and practice
and also of the research field itself. The symposium welcomes submissions in the form of research
papers and other documented experiences regarding, for example: Early-life intervention programs;
Youth crime prevention; The prevention of reoffending; Systematic reviews of effects; Cost-benefit
analysis; Developmental criminology; Crime in the life course; Risk and protective factors;
Screening for delinquency; Longitudinal analyses of criminality; Applied theory in the field
2. Contemporary Criminology: Studies and practice from contemporary criminology and criminal
policy. A traditional and necessary element of the Stockholm Criminology Symposium is to provide
a large number of panels under the theme Contemporary Criminology. The theme offers an updated
overview of the current state of the knowledge. We therefore welcome papers from all areas of
criminology, crime policy and relevant practices. The participants and their contributions will be
allocated to panels according to subject. The invitation is not restricted to any specific field, but
might include subjects as diverse as: Crime trends; Feelings of safety; Fraud; Violence; Economic
crime; Drug crime; Victimization; Penal law - construction, implementation and outcomes;
Measuring the efficiency of the police and the justice system; Monitoring confidence in the police
and the justice system; Police efforts to investigate and counteract crime; Prosecuting practices;
Systems of sentencing; Development of correctional services; International measures to combat
crime
Paper submission: All abstracts must be submitted by March 1, 2013. Abstracts must be in English
and are limited to 300 words. You will find guidelines for submissions on our website. There are a
limited number of panel sessions. In the case of the number of received papers and panel proposals
exceeding the time available for presentations, a committee will review the contributions submitted.
The papers will be assigned to a panel with two or three other papers sharing a common theme or
purpose (to the extent that this is possible). Participants are also welcome to suggest a full panel
session, together with other researchers, policy-makers or practitioners. Please submit all abstracts
to be included in the suggested panel session, together with a panel session title. You will find
guidelines for submissions at: www.criminologysymposium.com. To present your paper, you must
register as a session speaker in the symposium no later than May 2, 2013.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Arcadia University
Arcadia University Position/Rank: Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, tenure-track Department
of Anthropology, Sociology & Criminal Justice. The Department of Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminal Justice invites applications for a tenure track appointment in criminal justice, beginning
August 2013. Qualifications: Applicants should hold a Ph.D. in criminal justice/criminology,
sociology or a closely related field, though ABDs will be considered. Applicants must have strong
commitment to undergraduate teaching at both introductory and advanced levels, the ability to
collaborate on pedagogical matters with colleagues, and the capability to provide University
service. The criminal justice program has a strong commitment to teaching students to think
critically about social justice and international issues, and to teach and work with culturally diverse
populations. Applicants should be prepared to teach courses in crime and punishment (our
introductory course), criminology theory and ideally at least one of the following areas: policing,
juvenile justice, research methods.
Submit an Arcadia University Employment Application (available electronically at
http://www.arcadia.edu/jobs), letter of application describing teaching philosophy and research
interests, curriculum vita, teaching evaluation summaries and 3 letters of recommendation to:
Arcadia University, Office of Human Resources, 450 S. Easton Road, Box: CJ, Glenside, PA
19038. Review of applications will begin October 25, 2012 and continue until position is filled.
Arcadia University seeks candidates of diverse cultural backgrounds and abilities. As an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, Arcadia University encourages members of
underrepresented groups to apply. All offers of employment are conditional based upon successful
completion of a background check.
Arkansas State University
The Department of Criminology, Sociology & Geography at Arkansas State University-Jonesboro
invites applications for two (2) full time, tenure-track position(s) at the rank of Assistant Professor
to start August 15, 2013. ASU is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action Employer with a strong
institutional commitment to the achievement of excellence and diversity among its faculty and staff.
This position is housed on the Jonesboro Campus. Therefore, visit https://jobs.astate.edu for
detailed information and to apply for position F00289 and/or F00220.
Position (1) F00289 requires a Ph.D. in Criminology or Criminal Justice by August 15, 2013 (the
J.D. will not be considered a terminal degree); a demonstrated commitment to teaching and
mentoring undergraduate and graduate students; a record of scholarly and professional activities; a
readiness to participate in university and departmental service; and a willingness to contribute to
distance learning courses.
Position (2) F00220 requires a Ph.D. in Criminology, Criminal Justice or a closely related field by
August 15, 2013 (the J.D. will not be considered a terminal degree); a demonstrated commitment to
teaching and mentoring undergraduate and graduate students; a record of scholarly and professional
activities; a readiness to participate in university and departmental service; and a willingness to
contribute to distance learning courses.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Arkansas State University (continued)
Applicants must be able to teach and conduct research in criminology and/or criminal justice. All
areas within the discipline will be considered. Review of applications for this position will begin
December 1, 2012.
A complete application includes the following: 1) letter of application describing teaching interests
and research agenda; 2) curriculum vita; 3) contact information (name, title, telephone number, and
e-mail address) for 4 references. ASU is committed to creating a productive workplace in which
both persons and property are secure. To achieve that goal, background investigations are conducted
on all final applicants recommended for employment.
Barton College
Barton College seeks candidates for a tenure track Assistant Professor prepared to teach 24 credits
at all levels of Criminal Justice and Criminology, advise students, and engage in scholarship and
service. Interests and competencies in research, criminal law and legal systems are helpful. The
position requires flexibility in scheduling, including possible evening and weekend classes. Ph.D. in
Criminal Justice and/or Criminology strongly preferred, but a doctoral degree in a closely related
field with 30 hours of graduate coursework in Criminal Justice and Criminology may be considered.
A Juris Doctorate degree is not considered sufficient nor a substitute for a Ph.D. in meeting this
requirement. Evidence of successful teaching experience is expected. Research and professional
experience in one or more criminal justice fields is desirable. The position is available August 2013.
Send complete curriculum vitae, unofficial transcripts, evidence of teaching experience, and three
current letters of reference to Ms. Shannon Russell, Coordinator of Academic and Legal Affairs,
Barton College, P.O. Box 5000, Wilson, NC 27893 (slodonnell@barton.edu.) To receive
consideration, please forward applications by November 30, 2012. Position will remain open until
filled. Barton College is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Boise State University
Boise State University invites interested applicants for one (1) open tenure-track positions with one
(1) position at the rank of Assistant Professor and one (1) position at the rank of Assistant or
Associate Professor, beginning August 2013. While the area of specialization is open for both
positions, see the preferred requirements for areas of particular interest to the Department. The
successful applicant will become part of the Boise State University team as we build a Metropolitan
Research University of Distinction, home to approximately 20,000 undergraduate and graduate
students. The Department of Criminal Justice is a strong and established department with successful
undergraduate Bachelor of Science and Master of Arts programs. Our approach to criminal justice
education is both theoretical and applied. The successful applicant will be expected to engage in
teaching, research, and service.
Assistant Professor Minimum Requirements: Ph.D. or advanced to ABD status in criminal justice or
related field at time of employment; all degree requirements must be met by spring 2014.
Associate Professor Minimum Requirements: A Ph.D. in criminal justice or related field;
Successful record of teaching, scholarship, and service commensurate with the rank within the
Department
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Boise State University (continued)
Preferred Requirements (for both positions, regardless of rank): Primary and/or secondary
specialization in one (or more) of the following areas: juvenile justice, victimization, corrections,
policing, and biosocial criminology. Salary and Benefits: Commensurate with qualifications and
experience.
If interested in one of these positions, please submit a letter of application (indicating your interest
and qualifications for the position), curriculum vita, three letters of recommendation, and copies of
representative publications or similar evidence of scholarly potential/record to: Dr. Lisa Growette
Bostaph; Search #SS-0013-23 (for Assistant Professor position) OR Search #SS-0011-23 (for
Assistant or Associate position); Department of Criminal Justice, Boise State University, 1910
University Dr., Boise, ID 83725-1955. Review of applicants will begin November 16, 2012 and
continue until finalists are identified. Applications received after that point will be considered if the
position is not filled from the finalist pool. Boise State University is strongly committed to achieving
excellence through cultural diversity. The University actively encourages applications and
nominations of women, persons of color, and members of otherwise underrepresented groups.
EEO/AA Institution, Veterans preference.
Bridgewater State University
Bridgewater State University's Department of Criminal Justice invites applications for a full-time
tenure-track position to begin Fall 2013. A large, growing, dynamic department with a strong social
justice orientation in both theory and practice seeks faculty committed to teaching, mentoring, and
research. We seek a candidate who is an active and productive scholar with a demonstrable,
significant commitment to teaching. Applicants should be strongly committed to social justice,
excellence in teaching and mentoring, and to working in a multicultural environment that fosters
diversity. They should also have an ability to use technology effectively in teaching and learning,
the ability to work collaboratively, evidence of scholarly activity, and a commitment to public
higher education.
Required Minimum Qualifications: Prefer a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, but will consider candidates
with a Ph.D. in Criminology, Sociology, Public Policy, Political Science or other closely related
fields. A law degree is not considered an appropriate terminal degree for this position. Doctoral
students who are ABD and who are nearing completion of the dissertation will also be considered.
Preferred Qualifications: The focus of this position is a progressive analytical view of the legal
system, including the implications for fairness as well as racial, ethnic, gender and class equity.
Examples of areas of preferred specialization include wrongful convictions, prosecutorial & judicial
misconduct, plea bargaining, eyewitness identification, false confessions, felony
disenfranchisement, juvenile prosecutions & sentencing, dynamics and effects of mandatory
sentencing, life without parole, death penalty, or any other related specializations.
Special Instructions to Applicants: Applicants must submit at least one substantive writing sample,
preferably from an area of research or teaching specialization.
Salary: Salary will be based on qualifications; TO APPLY: Interested applicants should apply
online at http://jobs.bridgew.edu Bridgewater State University is an affirmative action/equal
opportunity employer which actively seeks to increase the diversity of its workforce.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
City University New York (CUNY), John Jay Collect, Center on Race, Crime and Justice
John Jay College of Criminal Justice is seeking a highly qualified and dynamic Director for its
Center on Race, Crime, and Justice. The Center Director will also have a faculty appointment at the
Full Professor level in an appropriate department.
The Center on Race, Crime, and Justice, one of the twelve centers in the John Jay College Research
Consortium, is a multifaceted, multidisciplinary entity for promoting scholarship on the critical
issues at the intersection of race/ethnicity, crime, and justice. Its visiting scholars and affiliated
faculty conduct funded research aimed at expanding the existing knowledge regarding the role of
race/ethnicity in the creation, implementation and change of criminal justice policy nationally and
internationally, in addition to examining such issues as the criminalization and policing of
racial/ethnic groups. The goal of the Center's work is to provide rigorous scholarly evidence to
inform decision making aimed at promoting equity in justice. Through community partnerships and
agency collaborations, the Center has an impact on the world of practice. Research findings are
disseminated through publications and through center-sponsored colloquia, workshops and special
events designed to stimulate discussion that informs future research and fuels policy change.
The Director of the Center on Race, Crime, and Justice reports to the Dean for the Advancement of
Research and will work collaboratively with other research center directors and the College division
of Marketing and Development. The Director will provide strategic direction for the center,
including articulating a vision, identifying and pursuing strategic opportunities, and positioning the
center to have national and international influence within the multiple fields dedicated to the
understanding of criminal, racial and social justice. He/she will establish and maintain relationships
with external stakeholders, including community-based organizations, government agencies,
academics, policymakers, media representatives, and others. Within the College, the Director will
collaborate with academic departments, faculty members, and students. He/she will develop
programs and manage projects and initiatives under the auspices of the Center, including staff
supervision, fiscal oversight and budgeting, and public communications. The Director will interface
with the Center's Advisory Board and will be responsible for raising private and public funding
through grant activity as the primary source of financial support for the Center's operation. As a
faculty member, the Director will also teach courses at the graduate and undergraduate level.
Qualifications: Ph.D. or other terminal degree required, discipline open. Recognized scholar and
thought leader in the intersecting fields of race/ethnicity, crime, and justice. Scholarly record
sufficient for tenure at the rank of Full Professor. Strong track record of substantial public and/or
privately funded research as a principal investigator. Preference will be given to candidates with
five or more years of experience managing a relevant not-for-profit Center or Institute.
Compensation: Salary is commensurate with experience and qualifications. How to Apply:
Interested candidates should send a curriculum vitae, cover letter by the closing date to: Anthony
Carpi, Interim Dean for the Advancement of Research, c/o Sandra Rutherford, John Jay College,
899 Tenth Avenue, Room 632T, New York, NY 10019 (srutherford@jjay.cuny.edu).
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
CUNY, John Jay Collect, Center on Race, Crime and Justice (continued)
In compliance with Equal Employment Opportunity policy, the College collects, for statistical
purposes only, recruitment data on applicants' ethnicity, race, sex and veteran status. If you are not
submitting your application through the automated CUNYFirst job board, please exercise your
option to complete this Pre-Employment Identification survey through this link. You may omit your
name: http://www.surveygoldplus.com/s/A00478C7370541A5/48.htm
Closing Date: December 8, 2012
Colorado Mesa University
Type of Appointment: Full-time, tenure-track position beginning in August, 2013.
Responsibilities: The primary responsibility of this position is teaching a combination of courses in
the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences - Criminal Justice major. The standard teaching
load is 12 credit hours per semester. Additional responsibilities include student advising, service,
and scholarly activities.
Education & Experience: Ph.D. in criminal justice, criminology, or related discipline by the time of
appointment is required (ABDs will be considered and are encouraged to apply). A general
academic emphasis in criminal justice is ideal for this position. Areas of specialization will be open
for consideration. Preference will be given to candidates who demonstrate sound practical
experience in the criminal justice field. Candidates should demonstrate excellence in undergraduate
teaching and a commitment to scholarship and professional service. Experience with distance
learning is also highly preferred. Colorado Mesa University is particularly interested in candidates
who have experience working with students from diverse backgrounds and who have a
demonstrated commitment to improving the levels of access and success for underrepresented
students within higher education.
Application: Submit a cover letter describing qualifications and experience as they relate to the
specific requirements and responsibilities of this position, current resume, a copy of transcripts for
all degrees completed (official transcripts will be required upon hire), the names, phone numbers
and e-mail addresses of three professional references, and the following completed forms:
• Applicant Authorization to permit Search Committee members to review candidate transcript
• Applicant Authorization and Release to Conduct Reference and Background Check form
• Background Investigation and Disclosure Authorization form
• Voluntary Affirmative Action form
Mail to: Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice Search Committee; Human Resources, LHH 237;
Colorado Mesa University; 1100 North Avenue; Grand Junction, Colorado 81501-3122
Phone: 970 248-1820; Application Deadline: Open until filled. To ensure consideration, apply by
December 1, 2012. Colorado Mesa University is committed to providing a safe and productive
learning and living community. To achieve that goal, we conduct background investigations for all
final applicants being considered for employment. Background investigations include reference
checks, a criminal history record check, and when appropriate, a financial and/or motor vehicle
history. Colorado Mesa University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer,
committed to a culturally diverse faculty, staff and student body. Salary: Commensurate with
education and experience.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Eastern Michigan University
The Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology invites applications for a tenuretrack position at the rank of Assistant Professor to begin in Fall 2013. We are seeking a
criminologist in the area of juvenile justice systems or juvenile justice policy whose work is
informed by restorative justice. Candidates are expected to have a Ph.D. in Sociology, Criminology,
Criminal Justice or a related discipline from an accredited university by August 2013, a research
agenda, and some teaching experience. Preference will be given to candidates whose work includes
community engagement, youth victimization and trauma recovery, and school violence/bullying.
Required materials include a letter, curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching effectiveness (copies or
summaries of student evaluations preferred or a statement of teaching philosophy), and the names
and contact information for at least three references. Review of applications will begin October 10
and continue until the position is filled. Applications must be made online at
https://www.emujobs.com/postings/11195
For more information contact Anders Linde-Laursen, Professor and Department Head at
alindela@emich.edu. Eastern Michigan University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer; women and minority candidates are strongly encouraged to apply.
Fresno Pacific University
The Center for Peacemaking and Conflict Studies and the School of Humanities, Religion, and
Social Sciences are looking for applicants with skills and interests consistent with undergraduate
instruction at a liberal arts university. Depending upon area of specialization, the coordinator may
teach undergraduate courses such as Criminal Justice, Theories of Criminology, Restorative Justice,
and Victimology. Some instructional opportunities may arise at the graduate level. The coordinator
will manage the degree completion program in Criminology and Restorative Justice Studies through
Bakersfield and Visalia centers, and will teach in the evenings. The position requires mentoring and
advising students in the program. The coordinator will recruit and supervise adjunct faculty in the
program. Finally, the coordinator will contribute to Center activities while demonstrating
commitment to departmental, university, and community service.
Position: Coordinator for Criminology and Restorative Justice Studies
Website: http://www.fresno.edu
Application Deadline: Open until filled
Employment Status: Full-time
Salary: Commensurate with experience
Keene State College
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology and Criminal Justice Studies Program at Keene
State College invites applications for a tenure-track position in Criminal Justice Studies beginning
August 2013. We seek applications from criminologists with teaching and research interests in one
or more (preferred) of the following areas: comparative/international criminology, critical
criminology, race and crime and victimology. We are committed to diversity and multiculturalism,
and strongly encourage individuals to apply who have a desire to help the Colleges ongoing efforts
to provide opportunities to help students become responsible global citizens.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Keene State College (continued)
The successful candidate is expected to teach courses in his/her area of specialization and
introductory courses. The ability to teach both introductory and advanced criminology courses as
well as a course in research methodology is required. Faculty members are also encouraged to
teach courses developed for the college-wide Integrative Studies program.
Qualifications: A Ph.D. in Sociology/Criminology or Criminal Justice by August 1, 2013 is
required. Candidates must also demonstrate a commitment to excellence in undergraduate teaching
and have an active scholarship agenda that can engage undergraduate students. Salary at the rank of
Assistant Professor is based on a Collective Bargaining Unit Agreement and is $61,720.
Application: Apply online at https://jobs.usnh.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=52925
Applicants should be prepared to upload the following documents when applying online:
• Letter of application
• Curriculum Vitae
• Three (3) letters of recommendation addressing the above qualifications.
• Evidence of scholarly work
• Teaching portfolio
Note: The three (3) letters of recommendation may be sent under separate cover directly to Keene
State College, Office of Human Resource Management-FAC4, 229 Main Street, Keene NH 034351604 or via e-mail to cgreene@keene.edu.
Application Deadline: Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue until
position is filled or otherwise closed at the colleges discretion. For full consideration, please submit
application materials by Dec. 1, 2012. Representatives of the College will be available at the
American Society of Criminology meeting in Chicago IL, November 14-17, 2012 at the
employment exchange. To learn more about Keene State College, visit: http://www.keene.edu, As
an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, Keene State College is engaged in an effort to
build a community that reflects the diversity of society.
Mansfield University of Pennsylvania
Mansfield University of Pennsylvania invites applications for the Tenure Track position at Assistant
or Associate Professor rank in Criminal Justice Administration beginning August, 2013. The
successful candidate will teach court related courses & general Criminal Justice Administration
courses (i.e., introductory & advanced) as needed within the program. Faculty members teach four
courses (three preparations) each semester. A minimum of an ABD in Criminal Justice or
Criminology is required; the doctoral degree must be completed within 18 months of hire. For a
complete job description and application procedure visit: http://mansfield.edu/hr/employmentopportunities/
As an Equal Opportunity Employer, we are committed to providing a diverse working & learning
environment & welcome applications from all qualified applicants. AA/EOE
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Marist College
The School of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Marist College invites applications for an
Assistant or Associate Professor position for Criminal Justice, beginning preferably January 2013 or
August 2013.
The criminal justice program offers the undergraduate degree, a dual degree in criminal justice and
psychology, and a five-year program for a degree in criminal justice and an MPA from the School
of Management. Noted for its strong theoretical foundation combined with sophisticated internship
assignments, the program enjoys the respect of the broader criminal justice community. It is housed
in the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences along with psychology, teacher certification and
social work. Come join a newly expanded criminal justice department and have an impact on
program development.
A strong theoretical and generalist background across the various fields of criminal justice is
required for teaching a variety of courses, which may include criminology, international criminal
justice, public/private security, risk analysis management, and criminal justice research methods.
Scholarly activity, student advisement, and service to the College, students and the community are
expected. The position may include opportunities to teach at the graduate level in the MPA
program. The successful candidate will have a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology or other
related field. A degree exclusively in Law is not an appropriate qualification for this position.
College level teaching experience is strongly preferred.
Marist is dedicated to helping students develop the intellect and character required for enlightened,
ethical, and productive lives in the global community of the 21st Century. The College fulfills its
mission by pursuing three ideals: excellence in education, the importance of community, and the
principle of service. To learn more or to apply, please visit http://jobs.marist.edu. Only online
applications are accepted. Marist College is strongly committed to the principle of diversity and is
especially interested in receiving applications from members of ethnic and racial minority groups,
women, persons with disabilities, and persons from other under-represented groups.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
Messiah College
The Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice at Messiah College invites
applications for a full-time, term-tenure track position Criminal Justice, with a strong emphasis in
Restorative Justice. If hired, you will be joining a growing program whose faculty enjoy each
other’s company, are striving to be excellent teachers and scholars, and who love working with
students. The Criminal Justice Program at Messiah College is designed to help prepare students to
become professionals in the field of Criminal Justice. The Messiah College program encourages
students to think deeply about causes of crime to better understand and promote the concept of
responsible citizenship as they work toward creating an environment where justice and
reconciliation can occur. Our faculty models the integration of Christian principles with criminal
justice practice. More information about the program is available at
http://www.messiah.edu/departments/socio/academics/criminal_justice/index.html
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Messiah College (continued)
Responsibilities: Teach core courses in Criminal Justice with the possibility of teaching courses in
Sociology or Social Work. Teaching load will be determined based upon departmental need and the
candidate's expertise and interests. Faculty members are also expected to maintain an active
scholarly agenda, advise undergraduate students, and engage in institutional service.
Qualifications: Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology or Sociology, but ABD’s will be considered.
Preference will be given to a candidate with a strong emphasis in Restorative Justice. Individuals
with an MSW are encouraged to apply. Candidates are required to profess Christian faith, to commit
to the mission of Messiah College, and to exhibit evidence of intercultural competencies. Preference
will also be given to candidates who demonstrate excellence in teaching and scholarship and have
experience in policing or courts. Starting Date for Position: Fall 2013
Compensation: Messiah College offers a strong benefits package in addition to salary and rank
commensurate with qualifications and experience. Messiah College’s strategic plan includes a
commitment to community engagement in diverse settings and the development of intercultural
competencies as well as a commitment to developing a comprehensive and integrated approach to
global engagement. As such, Messiah College is fully committed to a culturally diverse faculty,
staff and student body. Successful candidates will evidence similar commitments.
Applications and Nominations: Nominations, as well as applications, are welcome. The search
committee will begin screening immediately and continue until a suitable candidate is identified.
Applicants should submit a letter of application indicating areas of specialization and areas in which
they are competent to teach, a copy of their curriculum vitae, three reference letters, and a complete
Faculty Employment Application. Electronic submissions are encouraged, but not necessary. Please
address all inquiries, applications, and nominations to: Dr. Kelly Ann Cheeseman; Chair,
Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice; One College Avenue Suite 3057;
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055; 717-796-1800, ext. 2103; kcheeseman@messiah.edu
Miami University
Criminal Justice (Hamilton Campus) Assistant Professor (tenure-track) to teach a variety of courses
in policing and in at least one other area; advise students; maintain a program of scholarship;
provide meaningful service. Require: Ph.D. in criminal justice or a closely related field (by date of
appointment); evidence of expertise in policing through coursework, research, or experience in the
field; evidence of teaching excellence; evidence of ability to maintain a program of high quality
scholarship; willingness to apply one’s disciplinary expertise in the field. Desire: Research methods,
forensics, or cybersecurity as a secondary area of expertise; experience teaching in online or hybrid
formats; willingness to teach in the Miami regional campuses’ Bachelor of Integrative Studies
degree program; evidence of impactful public service/scholarship. Seeking a colleague with an
entrepreneurial spirit who is interested in contributing to the development of the growing program,
and specifically to the implementation of the new degree. Position begins August 2013. To apply,
send letter of application, curriculum vitae with personal contact information, three letters of
recommendation, and evidence of teaching effectiveness to Dr. Alana Van Gundy, Criminal Justice
Search Committee, Miami University Hamilton, 1601 University Blvd., Hamilton, OH 45011 or
to: MUHsearch@muohio.edu.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Miami University (continued)
Screening of applications begins November 26, 2012 and will continue until the position is
filled. Miami University is an EOE/AA employer with smoke-free campuses. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Right to Know – Consumer Information
http://www.miami.muohio.edu/about-miami/publications-and-policies/student-consumerinfo/index.html. Hard copy upon request.
Northeastern Illinois University
We seek candidates with abilities to teach in and provide leadership to a newly created Child
Advocacy Studies (CAST) minor program. The person hired will be expected to work at least halftime in this program, and will also have an opportunity to regularly teach in their own area of
expertise in a relevant related department. Qualified candidates will have either a JD or a Ph.D in
the social sciences. (If a JD, preference will be given to those who also have an MSW or an MA in a
social science or related field with extensive child advocacy experience); and three years direct
practice and/or policy-related experience with youth and their family systems. Applicants should
also have applied knowledge of child and adolescent development; demonstrated program
leadership and community outreach skills; willingness and interest in advising students; and a
commitment to teaching, scholarship, and community service in a culturally diverse university
environment. Other desirable qualifications include experience with: teaching; work with diverse
populations in the community; and knowledge of the procedures of forensic interviewing and the
legal system in general. A passion for advocating for children and adolescents and having a holistic
understanding of health issues will also be considered to be positive attributes. Please send
application and reference letters to Dr. Cris Toffolo (c-toffolo@neiu.edu).
Norwich University
The School of Justice Studies and Sociology invites applications for a tenure-track position in
criminal justice at the assistant professor level, with the appointment beginning in fall
2013. Criminal Justice is the largest major at this private college with a Corps of Cadets and
civilians. Applicants must be able to teach law related courses: substantive criminal law, criminal
procedure, evidence, civil liability, and law and society.
Requirements: An earned doctorate (Ph.D.) in Criminal Justice or Criminology (preferred) or
related field (e.g., Sociology, Political Science) is required, as well as a J.D. (Juris Doctor) or
significant background in law. All requirements for the doctoral degree must be completed at the
time of appointment. Candidates must be eligible to work for any employer in the U.S. To apply,
please send a cover letter, detailed curriculum vitae, names of three references, and a Norwich
application form to Criminal Justice Faculty Search via e-mail to jobs@norwich.edu. The
application deadline is November 19, 2012.
Norwich University is an Equal Opportunity Employer offering a comprehensive benefit package
that includes medical, dental, group life and long term disability insurance, flexible-spending
accounts for health and dependent care, retirement annuity plan and tuition scholarships for
eligible employees and their family members.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Ohio University
Ohio University’s Department of Sociology and Anthropology seeks a tenure-track Assistant
Professor of Sociology with expertise in criminology. Areas of expertise should include criminal
justice processes with emphasis on corrections, rehabilitation, and re-entry. Ideal candidates should
have strong quantitative research training, will be expected to conduct theoretically-grounded
empirical research, and will be committed to teaching excellence at the undergraduate and graduate
levels. Candidates are expected to have the Ph.D. completed at the time of appointment. Ohio
University is a Research Extensive institution located seventy-five miles southeast of Columbus,
Ohio. Enrollment on the Athens Campus is approximately 19,500. Further information about Ohio
University is available at the university’s website: http://www.ohio.edu.To view the position and
apply online, please use this link: https://www.ohiouniversityjobs.com/postings/4226. As part of the
application process, candidates should submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, publications
or other samples of scholarly writing, statement of teaching philosophy, recent teaching evaluations
(if available), and contact information for three professional references, who will receive an autogenerated email invitation to upload a recommendation using a provided unique link. Review of
applications will begin October 15th, 2012 and continue until the position is filled. Questions
concerning the position can be directed to: Bruce Hoffman, Search Committee Chair, at
hoffmanb@ohio.edu. Please visit http://www.ohio.edu/socanth for additional information about the
Sociology and Anthropology Department. Ohio University is committed to creating a respectful and
inclusive educational and workplace environment. Ohio University is an equal access/equal
opportunity and affirmative action employer with a strong commitment to building and maintaining
a diverse workforce. Women, persons of color, persons with disabilities, and veterans are
encouraged to apply.
Penn State Altoona
The Pennsylvania State University, Altoona College invites applications for a tenure-track position
in Criminal Justice. Candidates should be able to teach a variety of courses on criminal justice and
other system components, as well as topics within the candidate's specialty. The candidate will be
responsible for teaching three courses per semester, conducting research, and providing service to
the program, university, and community. The position requires a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or related
field, and is a tenure-track appointment at the level of senior assistant or associate professor rank
commensurate with qualifications beginning in Fall 2013. Applicants should present a record of
evidence and potential effectiveness in teaching, research, and service. Candidates should have a
strong commitment to undergraduate education, research, student recruitment and retention, and
curricular development and assessment. Penn State Altoona offers a competitive salary and an
attractive benefits package.
Applicants should send a letter of application establishing their qualifications; a current vita; a
description of teaching philosophy and evidence of teaching effectiveness; a statement of research
interests; transcripts (official transcripts required at the time of an interview); and three letters of
reference. Applicants are strongly encouraged to submit their applications and accompanying
materials electronically to edhdss@psu.edu in Word or PDF formats. Review of applications will
begin as they are received and continue until the position is filled. Initial interviews will be
conducted at the ASC meeting, November 13-16, 2012, in Chicago, but all applications will be
considered.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Penn State Altoona (continued)
Non-electronic inquiries, applications, and additional materials should be sent to: Chair Search
Committee for Criminal Justice, Penn State Altoona, Position A-37816, Elm Building, Box 3000
Ivyside Park, Altoona, PA16601-3760
For additional information about Penn State Altoona, please visit our web page at
http://www.altoona.psu.edu/. Employment will require successful completion of background
check(s) in accordance with University policies. Penn State is committed to affirmative action,
equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce.
Penn State Harrisburg
The Criminal Justice Program at Penn State Harrisburg. Penn State Harrisburg, School of Public
Affairs, invites applications for two (2) tenure-track Assistant Professors of Criminal Justice
positions effective August 2013. The first position requires teaching an undergraduate senior
seminar course in race, ethnicity, and crime; and, introductory and upper-level courses in at least
one of the following areas: corrections, or research methods/statistics. The second position requires
teaching introductory and upper-level courses in policing and an upper-level criminal justice ethics
course as well as an opportunity to teach in a specialty area via already-existing upper-level
undergraduate and graduate-level electives or by course development in those areas where courses
do not already exist.
All criminal justice faculty are expected to teach in both the online and residential undergraduate
(BS) and graduate (MACJ) programs in criminal justice. Applicants must provide evidence of/or
potential for an active research agenda. A Ph.D. in criminal justice or related social science
discipline is required. Highly qualified ABDs may be considered. The Juris Doctorate is not a
substitute for the Ph.D. The Criminal Justice Program is part of the School of Public Affairs with
additional undergraduate programs in Public Policy and Political Science. Additional graduate
programs within the School include the Master's in Public Administration, the Master's in Health
Administration, and a Ph.D. in Public Administration.
For information about Penn State Harrisburg visit our Web site at http://www.hbg.psu.edu/. For
information about the School of Public Affairs and the Criminal Justice Program, visit:
http://php.scripts.psu.edu/dept/iit/cl/spa/index.php.
Applicants for the position should forward a letter of application indicating interest for the position,
curriculum vitae, and three letters of professional reference to: Harrisburg Criminal Justice Search
Committee, c/o Mrs. Dorothy Guy, Director of Human Resources, Box CHE-37479, Penn State
Harrisburg, 777 W. Harrisburg Pike, Middletown, PA 17057 or electronically to hbghr@lists.psu.edu. Application review will begin immediately and continue until the position is
filled. Penn State is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity, and the diversity of its
workforce.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES (continued)
Rowan University
The Department of Law and Justice Studies in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at
Rowan University is seeking applicants to fill a tenure-track position in Criminal Justice beginning
September 1, 2013. Although the area(s) of specialization is open, preference will be given to
candidates specializing in one or more of the following: Corrections, Criminal Justice
Administration, Criminal Justice Statistics, Juvenile Justice, Criminal Justice Ethics, Organized
Crime, Cyber Crime, and Homeland Security. Applicants must be willing to teach undergraduate,
graduate, and online courses, produce scholarly research, and be committed to departmental and
university service.
Qualifications: Candidates should have: 1. A Ph.D. in Criminal Justice required. Candidates with a
Ph.D. in a closely associated field may be considered. ABD with firm date of completion may be
considered. 2. Candidates must demonstrate college-level teaching effectiveness and a track record
of scholarly research.
General Info: With a current enrollment of more than 11,000 students, Rowan University
(www.rowan.edu) is a comprehensive public institution that values high-quality teaching,
scholarship, and service. Research is supported by the university through travel support, internal
grants, and load adjustment, although the candidate is expected to pursue external funding. Salary is
competitive, and faculty positions fall under the State of New Jersey & AFT Collective Bargaining
agreement. Rowan ranks in the top tier of universities in the region. Less than 20 miles southeast of
Philadelphia, the area offers a variety of attractive urban, suburban, and rural options. Law and
Justice Studies (www.rowan.edu/lawjustice) is a dynamic department with the highest student
enrollment in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. We offer both a B.A. in Law and
Justice Studies and an M.A. in Criminal Justice, with an online M.A. in Criminal Justice scheduled
to begin in Fall 2013.All positions are contingent upon budget appropriations. Rowan University
values diversity, and is committed to equal opportunity.
Contact: Please send letter of application, complete vita, and three letters of recommendation by
November 23 to: Dr. Allan Jiao, Search Committee, Co-Chair Department of Law and Justice
Studies, Rowan University, 201 Mullica Hill Road, Glassboro, NJ 08028 e-mail: jiao@rowan.edu;
Salary: Competitive; Deadline: November 23, 2012
Saint Martin’s University
Saint Martins University, an independent, coeducational university located in western Washington,
invites applications for a full-time, tenure-track position as Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice
beginning August 2013. Compensation will be based on experience and qualifications; it comes
with a standard benefits package. The area of specialization is open; however, applicants must be
able and willing to teach survey sections in core courses, including introduction to criminal justice,
police and society, and corrections, at the main campus and nearby extended learning division
campuses. Experience and/or ability to teach course in criminal justice research is a plus. The
successful candidate will be both an active scholar and an excellent classroom instructor, able to
teach a broad range of courses on a 4/4 schedule. A Ph.D. is required, as is a willingness to support
the Catholic, Benedictine tradition of Saint Martins University.
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Application process and deadline: Please send a letter of interest responding directly to the position
description above, current c.v., graduate transcript(s) and complete contact information for 3 to 5
professional references to Laura Hoff, Executive Assistant to the Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences, Saint Martins University, 5000 Abbey Way SE, Lacey, WA 98503. Electronic
submissions in .pdf format to CAS@stmartin.edu are preferred. Ms. Hoff may be reached by
telephone at (360) 438-4564. Review of applications will begin November 1, 2012. The position
will remain open until filled. Questions and inquiries may be directed to Dr. Robert C. Hauhart,
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Society and Social Justice, by email
(rhauhart@stmartin.edu) or telephone at (360) 438-4525.
Shippensburg University
The Department of Criminal Justice seeks candidates for a tenure-track position in criminal justice
at the assistant professor level, effective Fall 2013. Requirements: Area of interest is open, but we
anticipate need in the areas of race and crime, law/courts, and crime policy. The applicant will be
expected to teach both undergraduate and graduate classes and have potential for excellence in
teaching and research. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or related field from an
accredited institution by effective date of employment; a J.D. degree alone is insufficient for this
position. Application Procedure: Qualified applicants must forward a letter of interest, including a
description of teaching, research and professional experiences and interests, a vitae and a complete
set of undergraduate and graduate transcripts (unofficial for the application process; official
transcripts prior to an on-campus interview) and complete contact information for at least three
professional references, to be sent to: Search Committee, Department of Criminal Justice, 321,
Shippen Hall, Shippensburg University, 1871 Old Main Drive, Shippensburg, PA 17257-2299
Review of applications will begin on Friday, November 30, 2012 and will continue until the
position is filled. Applicants may be screened through a telephone interview as part of the search
process. As part of the on-campus interview, a demonstration of teaching effectiveness and
evidence of commitment to understanding diverse populations will be required as part of the
successful on-campus interview process. Offers of employment are contingent upon successful
completion of a criminal background check, proof of eligibility to work in the U.S., and sufficient
course enrollment and budget allocations. Shippensburg University is an Equal Opportunity
Employer. Individuals from traditionally underrepresented populations are encouraged to apply.
Contact: Dr. Billy Henson; Email: bwhenson@ship.edu
SUNY Cortland
Appointment Date: August 2013; Salary: Competitive salary and excellent benefits package.
Responsibilities: The successful candidate will be responsible for a 3-3 teaching load in
undergraduate courses: Sociology of Law, Race, Gender and Crime, as well as Deviant Behavior,
Criminology, Juvenile Delinquency, Corrections or other topics appropriate our BA program in
Criminology. Additional responsibilities include advising approximately 25-30 undergraduate
majors in Criminology and Sociology, maintaining an active professional, research and publication
agenda, and contributing to the department, school, and college missions through active service on
committees and/or collegial participation in campus governance and community life.
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SUNY Cortland (continued)
Required Qualifications: Ph.D. in Sociology or related field with a concentration in Criminology or
Ph.D. in Criminology at time of appointment, teaching experience, and scholarly promise. Preferred
Qualifications: Preference will be given to applicants with teaching experience beyond teaching
assistantship, proof of excellence in the classroom, established research agenda, ability to teach
Sociology of Law, and Race, Gender and Crime. The candidate’s ability to contribute to
department’s quantitative methods curriculum and to the college’s general education program will
also be positive considerations.
Application Deadline: Review of application materials will begin November 1, 2012, and
application materials will be accepted until the position is filled. Application Procedures: For
consideration, please apply online at https://jobs.cortland.edu and follow the application instructions
listed under “Special Instructions for Applying.” SUNY Cortland is an AA/EEO/ADA employer.
We have a strong commitment to the affirmation of diversity and have interdisciplinary degree
programs in the areas of Multicultural Studies.
Texas A&M International University
The Department of Public Affairs and Social Research at Texas A&M International University has
two Assistant Professors in Criminal Justice positions available beginning Spring 2013. Duties
include teaching courses, performing research in criminal justice, and serving on departmental,
University, and professional committees. Additional responsibilities include academic advising,
scholarly activities, and service. Potential courses include Police Systems and Practices,
Correctional Institutions and Criminal Justice Personnel Management.
Qualifications: Earned doctorate in Criminal Justice or related field. Ability to perform research and
teaching in either policing or corrections. ABDs will be considered. Preferred Qualifications:
Demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Record
of publication in peer-reviewed journals in the field. Position is open until filled. Salary is
commensurate with qualifications. Completed employment application must include a letter of
application, curriculum vitae, and a list of references. Interested, qualified candidates must apply via
our online employment system, TAMIUWorks, at https://employment.tamiu.edu. Visit
http://www.tamiu.edu for more information about our University. TAMIU is an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer. All TAMIU positions are security-sensitive. Applicants
are subject to a criminal investigation, and employment is contingent on the results of the criminal
history investigation.
University of Alabama
The Department of Criminal Justice at the University of Alabama invites applications for three (3)
tenure-track positions at the rank of Assistant Professor in the following areas: Juvenile
Delinquency, Judicial Process/Research Methods, and Cyber Crime/Cyber Security. ABD
considered for all positions if graduation expected by May 2013. Applicants for the first position
should specialize in Juvenile Delinquency/Juvenile Justice, Youth Violence, and/or Youth
Interventions, and have earned a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice, Criminology, or a related academic
discipline. Applicants for the second position should specialize in Judicial Process, Judicial
Decision Making, Criminal Law, and/or Law and Society, and ideally have earned a J.D. and a
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University of Alabama (continued)
Ph.D. in the Social Sciences. Applicants with only a J.D. will not be considered. This position is
contingent upon funding. Applicants for the third position should specialize in Cyber Crime or
Cyber Security (e.g., Computer Forensics, Computer Intrusions, Internet Fraud/Piracy, Identity
Theft, etc.), and have earned a Ph.D. in a field related to Cyber Crime/Cyber Security. All
applicants must demonstrate a coherent research program and the ability to publish in leading
academic journals. The normal teaching load is two courses per semester. Applicants should be able
to teach in their area of specialization and contribute to department needs in teaching core courses.
Appointment/Start Date: August 2013.
Application Deadline: Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue until the
position is filled. Application Process: To apply, to go http://facultyjobs.ua.edu and complete the
online application. Attach a letter of application that addresses the candidate’s research interests,
teaching philosophy, and potential fit with the department; a curriculum vitae; and a sample
publication or writing sample. Three references should send letters directly to Dr. Ida Johnson,
Department of Criminal Justice, University of Alabama, Box 870320, Tuscaloosa AL 35487-0320.
For more information contact Dr. Ida Johnson at ijohnson@bama.ua.edu.
University of Baltimore
Vacancy Number 2013-004; Open Until Filled; Salary: Competitive and commensurate with
qualifications. The School of Criminal Justice in the College of Public Affairs invites applications
for a tenure-track (Open Rank) Professor position with appointment beginning August 2013,
pending final budgetary approval. This position will require traditional classroom teaching at both
the undergraduate and graduate level and may also include teaching online courses.
The University of Baltimore, located in downtown Baltimore, is part of the University System of
Maryland serving a diverse urban professional community. The School of Criminal Justice orients
its academic priorities toward integration with the real world, capitalizing on geographic location in
Baltimore, a real city that acts as an extended classroom and provides research opportunities. The
School offers a B.S. and M.S. degree in Criminal Justice each certified by the Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences and a B.S. degree in Forensic Studies. The School is currently engaged in
expansion of its academic programs related to forensic studies (which utilizes a state-of-the-art
forensics laboratory and maintains a strong partnership with state and local police departments and
the state medical examiner’s office.) A new graduate degree program in Forensic Science focusing
on high technology crime is under curriculum review. We invite you to visit our web site for more
information about the College of Public Affairs and the School of Criminal Justice at
www.ubalt.edu/cpa. Candidates for this position must hold a Ph.D. in Criminology and/or Criminal
Justice; have a record of scholarly activities; and clearly demonstrate the potential for quality
university instruction and service to their profession and the university. Responsibilities for this
position include teaching courses in both the B.S. and M.S. programs in Criminal Justice, and
maintaining an active research and service agenda. Candidates should be prepared to teach a range
of core criminal justice courses; however the area of specialization is open. The successful
candidate may also have an opportunity for course development in their area of specialization
and/or expertise. This position requires that the person hired be an active member of the faculty who
contributes to program development, governance, and sustainability.
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University of Baltimore (continued)
We invite qualified applicants to submit a letter of interest, vita, and names and contact information
of three references. Electronic forwarding is strongly preferred. Review of materials will continue
until the search is completed. Please submit all materials directly to cjposition@ubalt.edu or Dr.
Debra L. Stanley, Executive Director, School of Criminal Justice, University of Baltimore, 1420
North Charles, Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201-5779. Women and minorities are strongly
encouraged to apply. The University of Baltimore is an equal opportunity/ Affirmative Action/ADA
Compliant Employer & Title IX Institution.
University of Cincinnati
The School of Criminal Justice at the University of Cincinnati is seeking applications for an open
rank faculty position, with appointments starting in August 2013 (although the start date is
negotiable). Candidates should hold a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or a related discipline in the social
or behavioral sciences. Those seeking appointment at the Associate or Full Professor-level must
demonstrate records of scholarship and external funding commensurate with a doctoral degree
granting program. Preference will be given to a senior scholar who has a national reputation for
her/his scholarly contributions. The School offers specializations in the areas of crime prevention,
policing, corrections, criminal justice, and criminology. Areas of specialization for the position are
open. The University of Cincinnati is a Research I Institution that grants doctorates in 98 areas. The
School of Criminal Justice grants the BS, MS, and Ph.D. degrees. The School also houses the
Criminal Justice Research Center, the Institute for Crime Science and the Institute of Corrections
Research. Further information about the University and the School is available at
http://www.criminaljustice.cech.uc.edu/ The city of Cincinnati and Greater Cincinnati metro area
offers a range of multi-cultural activities and amenities in addition to attractive and affordable
housing, high-quality schooling, and employment opportunities at world headquarters for several
companies and numerous smaller nationally known firms. Interested persons must apply online. All
required documents must be attached to the online application, including a list of references. Please
direct any questions to: Bonnie S. Fisher, Ph.D. Search Committee Chair; Bonnie.Fisher@uc.edu
Review of applications will begin on November 9, 2012 and will continue until the positions are
filled. Positions are contingent on available funding. Women, minorities and veterans are
encouraged to apply. To apply for position (212UC2429), please see www.jobsatuc.com The
University of Cincinnati is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. UC is a smoke-free
work environment.
University of Memphis
The University of Memphis Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice invites applications
for two assistant professors. The desired candidates will hold the doctorate in criminology or a
related social science. Exceptionally well-qualified candidates will be considered if completion of
degree requirements is imminent. The department is looking for applicants with a range of
qualifications. The successful applicants should have strong potential for research and effective
teaching, engaged scholarship, and the ability to generate external support. Experience and interest
in theory and research methods is desirable. However, a range of expertise will be considered,
including areas of focus such as public policy, social justice, and strategic intervention.
Salary is competitive, with excellent fringe benefits.
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University of Memphis (continued)
To apply, follow link at http://workforum.memphis.edu to upload a cover letter, CV, and list of at
least three professional references. Additional information about the department is available at:
http://cjustice.memphis.edu. Review of applications begins November 21st, 2012, and may continue
until position is filled. The University of Memphis is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
University. Minorities and women are strongly urged to apply.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas invites applications for 2 Assistant Professor positions in the
Department of Criminal Justice. UNLV is a comprehensive research university of approximately
27,000 students and 2,800 faculty and staff dedicated to teaching, research, and service. The
university has internationally recognized programs in hotel administration and creative writing;
professional degrees in law, architecture, and dental medicine; and leading programs in fine arts,
sciences and education. UNLV is located on a 332-acre main campus and two satellite campuses in
dynamic Southern Nevada. For more information, visit us on-line at: http://www.unlv.edu.
Role of the Position: These are full-time, 9-month, tenure-track positions, to begin Fall 2013.
Preference for the first position will be given to applicants with a background in Corrections or
White Collar Crime (search number 13080). Preference for the second position will be given to
applicants with a background in Juvenile Justice or Gang/Urban Violence (search number 13093).
For both positions responsibilities include teaching undergraduate and graduate courses, developing
and maintaining an active program of scholarly research, and participating in appropriate levels of
service within the Department, College, University, and profession.
Qualifications: This position requires a Ph.D. in the social or behavioral sciences from an accredited
college or university (J.D. degree alone is not sufficient). ABDs near completion will also be
considered. A record of teaching experience and some evidence of teaching effectiveness and
scholarly publications is preferred. Salary competitive with those at similarly situated
institutions. Position is contingent upon funding.
Application Details: Submit a letter of interest, a detailed resume listing qualifications and
experience, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of at least three professional
references who may be contacted. Applicants should fully describe their qualifications and
experience, with specific reference to each of the minimum and preferred qualifications because this
is the information on which the initial review of materials will be based. Although this position will
remain open until filled, review of candidates’ materials will begin on November 15, 2012 and best
consideration will be gained for materials submitted prior to that date. Materials should be
addressed to Dr. William Souse, Search Committee Chair, and are to be submitted via on-line
application at https://hrsearch.unlv.edu. There are two positions so please make sure you apply for
the appropriate one. For assistance with UNLV’s on-line applicant portal, contact UNLV
Employment Services at (702) 895-2894 or hrsearch@unlv.edu. UNLV is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Educator and Employer Committed to Achieving Excellence
Through Diversity.
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University of Tasmania
The Faculty of Arts is seeking to appoint an outstanding academic as Professor and Head, School of
Social Sciences. The appointee will serve as Head of School for a five year period and provide
academic and strategic leadership in all aspects of research, research training and teaching. The
Faculty of Arts has recently undertaken a review of its structure, and from 2013, the Head of School
will have an important role to play in the new three-School Faculty structure. The Head of School
will have line-management responsibility for the academic staff of the School and will represent the
School on Faculty and University committees and in external forums. The Head of School will
provide advice to the Faculty Executive, Dean and Faculty Manager on the resource needs of the
School in achieving School, Faculty and University goals, while budgetary control and management
will be held centrally within the Faculty.
To be considered for this role, the appointee will have a demonstrated capacity for academic
leadership and an outstanding record of research and teaching in one or more of the disciplinary
areas which comprise the School of Social Sciences which include: Political Science, Public Policy,
Police Studies, International Relations, Sociology, Criminology, Social Work, Journalism, Media
and Communications.
The position can be located in either Hobart or Launceston with regular travel between UTAS
campuses being required. The position is offered on a fixed-term basis until 31 December 2017 as a
60% FTE concurrent role; while contributing to the high quality research and teaching in an
academic program of the School in the remaining 40% of the concurrent role. For further
information about the position please contact Jandy Godfrey, Recruitment Specialist, University of
Tasmania on 0408 039 833 or jandy.godfrey@utas.edu.au; Website: http://www.utas.edu.au/
Application Deadline: November 16, 2012
University of West Florida (POSITION #110320 1.0 FTE)
The University of West Florida Department of Justice Studies invites applications for the position
of Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, a nine-month, tenure-track position. This position
requires a commitment to collegiality, innovation in teaching and learning, scholarship and
publication, professional development, and academic citizenship. Interest in sponsored research that
opens avenues for our students is highly desirable. Evidence of a commitment to cultural diversity
is expected. Starting date is August 2013. Salary is commensurate with experience and pending
available funding. Summer teaching assignments are offered. Priority consideration will be given to
applications received by December 3, 2012, but review will continue until the position is filled.
Qualifications for Position: Ph.D. in Criminal Justice or Criminology. Ph.D.s in related fields with
documented specialization in Criminal Justice or Criminology will be considered. ABDs will be
considered if requirements for the Ph.D. are completed by the starting date. The successful
candidate must demonstrate a commitment to quality teaching, the ability to conduct research and
publish, and the ability to contribute to our Master of Science in Criminal Justice program. Area of
specialization is open, but preference will be given to candidates who can teach across the criminal
justice core and possess strong backgrounds in theory and quantitative or qualitative research.
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Application: Applicants must apply online at https://jobs.uwf.edu. Be prepared to attach your cover
letter, vita, and name/contact information for three references in electronic format. References will
be contacted to provide letters of recommendation. Position is open until filled contingent upon
available funding. A Criminal background screening is required. The University of West Florida is
an Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative Action Employer. Pursuant to provisions of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, any person requiring special accommodations to respond is
requested to advise UWF by contacting ADA Compliance in the Office of Human Resources at 1850-474-2694 (Voice) or 1-850-857-6114 (TTY). For more information about the department,
please see our website at http://uwf.edu/justice.
Valdosta State University
Valdosta State University’s Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminal Justice seeks
applications for Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice. This is a ten-month, tenure-track position
beginning August 1, 2013. A Ph.D. in Criminal Justice/Criminology or related field by appointment
date is required. Prior teaching and field experience is preferred. Successful candidate will be
responsible for teaching a wide range of courses in criminal justice to include traditional and online
courses in the undergraduate and graduate programs as well as engage in research and scholarly and
service activities. The program offers a BA and MS degree in Criminal Justice. Student enrollment
in the program is growing with about 500 students currently. The program offers traditional
classroom courses and online courses and is considered the fourth largest program on campus.
Valdosta State University is a regional university serving 41 counties in South Georgia with a
student enrollment of approximately 13,000. The Valdosta MSA has approximately 130,000 people,
is located just north of the Florida state line on Interstate 75, is served by a regional airport, and is
within a two-hour drive of Jacksonville and Tallahassee, Florida. For more information on the
University visit http://www.valdosta.edu. For more information about the community visit
http://www.valdostachamber.com.
Deadline for application is November 20, 2012. Candidates should apply online at
https://valdosta.peopleadmin.com/postings/976. Paper applications will not be accepted. Valdosta
State University is an Equal Opportunity educational institution and has a strong institutional
commitment to diversity. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving applications from
a broad spectrum of people, including, but not limited to, minorities, and individuals with
disabilities. Valdosta State University has a non-discrimination policy that includes sex, race, color,
sexual orientation, religion, age, marital status, national origin, disability, and veteran status. For
more information on the position contact Dr. Darrell Ross, Head, via email dross@valdosta.edu or
phone 229-333-5943.
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CALLING ALL CRIMINOLOGY AUTHORS...
New Directions in Critical Criminology
Routledge is on the lookout for fresh and innovative ideas and submissions for a new
series, New Directions in Critical Criminology, edited by Walter S. DeKeseredy of
University of Ontario Institute of Technology.
It is hoped that each book will provide a short original contribution to a major
contemporary issue of central concern to critical criminologists around the world, consider
new areas of empirical and theoretical inquiry and set out an agenda for progressive ways
of thinking critically about crime, law, and social control.
If you would like to discuss your ideas or how to submit a proposal then please contact
Walter S. DeKeseredy Walter.DeKeseredy@uoit.ca or the Commissioning Editor for
Criminology at Routledge, Tom Sutton thomas.sutton@tandf.co.uk.

FORTHCOMING TITLES IN 2013
Green Cultural Criminology

Policing and Media

Constructions of Environmental Harm,
Consumerism, and Resistance to Ecocide
Avi Brisman, Eastern Kentucky University, USA
and Nigel South, University of Essex, UK

Public Relations, Simulations and
Communications

This book moves towards articulating a theory of green
cultural criminology and offers an invitation to cultural
criminologists to adopt a green view of the
consumption landscape and the growth of
environmental harms.
December 2012
Hardback: 978-0-415-63073-3: £85.00 $145.00
Paperback: 978-0-415-63074-0: £ 23.99 $42.95

Murray Lee, University of Sydney, Australia and Alyce
McGovern, University of New South Wales, Australia
This book offers a critical discussion of contemporary
and emerging modes of mediatized police work and
examines the relationship between policing, media and
the public and the shifting techniques and technologies
through which they communicate.
February 2013
Hardback: 978-0-415-63212-6: £85.00 $145.00
Paperback 978-0-415-63213-3: £23.99 $42.95

Intersectionality and Criminology

Realist Criminology

Gender, Race, Class and Crime
Hillary Potter, University of Colorado, USA

Roger Matthews, University of Kent, UK
As one of the pioneers of realist criminology,
Roger Matthews presents a coherent overview of
its development and continued relevance and
offers a comprehensive critique of liberal and
administrative criminology.

Intersectionality  purports  that  p eople’s  lived  
experiences are not only affected by their gender
identity but also factors such as race and class; this
book offers a review of intersectionality theory in the
study of crime and criminal justice.
January 2013
Hardback: 978-0-415-63439-7: £85.00 $145.00
Paperback: 978-0-415-63440-3: £23.99 $42.95

June 2012
Hardback: 978-0-415-52372 -1:£85.00 $145.00
Paperback 978-0-415-52373-8: £23.99 $42.95

To order your titles visit:
www.routledge.com/criminology

Rural Criminology

Theorizing Resistance

Walter S. DeKeseredy, University of Ontario
Institute of Technology, Canada and Joseph
Donnermeyer, Ohio State University, USA

Music, Politics, and the Crimes of the Powerful
David Kauzlarich, Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, USA

Written by two of the leading experts in the field,
Rural Criminology puts the study of rural crime
and social control on the map and offers a concise
critical introduction to this fast growing area of
study.
August 2013
Hardback 978-0-415-63435-9: £85.00 $145.00
Paperback 978-0-415-63438-0: £23.99 $42.95

Theorizing Resistance examines the extent to
which music constructions provide windows for
opposition and resistance to forms of state crime
and violence such as war, human rights abuses,
oppression, and corruption.
June 2013
Hardback 978-0-415-54043-8: £85.00 $145.00
Paperback: 978-0-415-54045-2 £23.99 $42.95

Visit Routledge Criminology online
For news and updates, special deals, and information on new and forthcoming
titles, follow us on Twitter @Routledge_Crim, and visit
www.routledge.com/criminology

Please join

The Division of
Critical
Criminology
Thursday, November 15, 2012
Executive Meeting
General Business
Meeting
Social

3:30-4:20 pm
4:30-5:50 pm
6:00-10:00-pm

All meetings will be held
in the
Adams Room (6th Floor)

